Abstract. Let j(D)=
has only the solution ! = Q. Here t is the maximal order of the Li,. We note that the surface K can be arbitrarily small. This assertion is contained in Theorem 1 of the present paper. Other situations of the sequence of points (yk) will be investigated in the Theorems 2 -6. We will see that the construction of the vector function yj depends on the position of the points yk . Furthermore it will be shown that the functions fh can be elements of more general function spaces.
There exists a close relation between the present investigations and the approximation theorems of Beckert [1] , and the developments of Beyer [2] , Göpfert [5] , Hamann [6] , and Wildenhain [15] . In these papers functions, given on a surface F, are approximated by solutions of boundary value problems of scalar elliptic differential operators with respect to a domain which involves F. This problem have been studied for Petrovskijelliptic systems by Rojtberg and Sheftel [13] . They consider the case that k, are Dirichlet boundary operators, and they need the supposition that the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for the adjoint system has at most one solution.
Firstly Schulze and Wildenhain [14] got some results about the approximation of functions on r by linear combinations of fundamental solutions. The Lamé equations were investigated by Beyer [3] , Kupradze [10] , Freeden and Reuter [4] , and Hamann [8] with respect to the approximation problem considered in the present paper. In [4] and [10] the theoretical results were applied to numerical constructions. Here the approximation was considered in the norm of (L2 (I'))3 , and Beyer could prove in [3] that also each vector function from (W'(r)) 3 with arbitrary integer s 0 can be approximated in the norm of (W'(['))3 . In [8] it was shown that the approximation in the case of the Lamé equations is possible in more general function spaces. In the present paper we generalize the results of [8] to systems which are elliptic in the sense of Petrovskij and to arbitrary normal boundary operators. Similar results were obtained by I. and Y.A. Rojtberg [11) .
Definitions and notations

Let
= (L13(D))1,=1 N, L,,(D) =
IoI^t., If the operator is elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg, then without loss of generality we may suppose that the numbers a, and t, are such that máx{s,: 1 i < N} = 0.
This follows from the fact that a, + t = (a, -k)+ (t, + k). Then min{t, : 1 < j( N} 0 and tj is the maximal order of differentiation of the function u2 in j(D An operator elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg is said to be elliptic in the sense of Petrovskij if s = S2 = 0. Let ordL := ordl(D) = a, +t, be the order of L.
The operator
is the formally adjoint of j(D) in the sense of distribution theory. It is defined by
It is clear that if the operator L is elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg, then i' is elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg, too. For the formally adjoint system we have t, = 1 < s+t, = s! +V, where s = t 1 t and i sj +t.
1. 3 Now we want to define the condition of Shapiro-Lopatinskijand the ellipticity of a boundary value problem. Let F be the C°°-smooth boundary of a bounded domain S1 C R'. We suppose that the order of L is 2m. Let
be a system of boundary operators on F. We define 
Here we have replaced
T is a vector function on R1 = It C R1 : I >_ 0). Let M+ be the set of all solutions ! of problem (1),(2) with lim +ooIL( t ) =
One says that the Shapiro-Lopatinskij condition is satisfied in the point x0 € F, if the problem (1),(2) has a unique solution E M for every vector ' E R" 1 with'96 Q and for every h= (hi,...,h)T € C".
Furthermore the boundary value problem defined byL and b is said to be elliptic in ?, if the following two properties are fulfilled:
1. J is elliptic in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg. 2. In every boundary, point xo € F the condition of Shapiro-Lopatinskijis satisfied.
1.4 Now we want to define normal boundary conditions and the Green formula. Let t I ,.. .,tN be integers with t := t j £2 ^! " 1 N ^! 0. We set T = (t i ,. . .,tN) and 
holds. Here bAm = Ft4j b, 3 u,, the meaning ofi, u, v is analogous.
If the system k is elliptic in the sense of Petrovskij, if b is a T-normal system, and if the boundary value problem defined by L and k is elliptic, then the boundary value problem defined by j and is elliptic as well (see [12: Theorem 2] ). But we note that the formally adjoint system j is in general elliptic only in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg.
Let If ' = E is the fundamental solution of j we get
S.
This follows from the equation
and similar considerations for 92,••• 1. 8 The spaces of functions on r (the smooth boundary of a domain ft C R') we are going to approximate are Banach spaces with special properties. Now we formulate some conditions for a Banach space D(r).
(al) There exists an integer so *:^! 0 so that C 0 (r) is continuously imbedded in D(r). 
Results
Firstly we want to summarize the suppositions.
1. Let I' be the C 0o smooth boundary of a bounded domain f C if' with a connected complement R'\!.
Let A(D) = (L13 (D)
) ,1 N be a Petrovskij-elliptic operator of order 2m with ordL1, !^, t (i,j = 1,...,N; ii ^! t 2 ^! ^! tj) and with constant coefficients. tN) ) of boundary operators on F with ordb h, + t, (R = (rj ,.. . ,7'm), r h 1) and with Cm-coefficients. We assume that the boundary problem defined by j, and 6 is elliptic.
Let t = ti be the maximal order of the L,. Some examples for such spaces are the spaces C s (r) for arbitrary integers s 0, Sobolev-Slobodeckij spaces W,(I') for arbitrary real numbers 0 s < 00, 1 p < 00, and the dual spaces (W(r)y of W;(F) for O< s < 00, 1 < p < oo. The Holder spaces C"°(r) (0 5 .s < oo integer, 0 < a < 1) do not satisfythe condition (a2).
Theorem 1. Let K C Rn \fi be a C 1 -smooth (n -1)-dimensional compact surface. We suppose that the sequence ( yk)r C R n \fi is dense on K. Then for a vector function
. . The next theorem deals with the approximation by multipole potentials.
Theorem 5. Let Yi E Rn \?Y be any point. Then the assertion of Theorem I holds with
IV (x)= EcDj(x-yi).
IaI^1i1
In the next theorem the sequence (yk)00 lies dense on the boundary of a bounded domain f1i D FL Then we need as supposition the unique solvability of a Dirichiet problem with respect to the exterior domain R"\1. The elements of (C o - (11))'are distributions of order s on 110 Obviously, for I Es!' (no) and jal :5 s we have DfIa = 0. Denoting by D the derivative on the smooth boundary F = Ol in the direction of the exterior normal vector with respect to the domain Cl, we can prove the following lemma (see [6] ). To prove this lemma we have to use the ellipticity of j in a suitable way. The following assertion follows from well-known regularity theorems for elliptic operators. 
Theorem 6. Let fl i D 11 be a bounded domain with
Lemma 3. It holds '(1-\r) = {i EC-(R-
)
If no c R" is an open set, we denote by W(110) (s
JD°,b(X) I dx C Ek_IaI(H k(K) + C),
Rn
where C0 is independent of e.
Lemma 10. Let noc fr be an open set and A a relatively closed subset of 11o• Furthermore let P(x, D) = EIaI:5k a 0 (x)D° be any scalar linear differential operator with coefficients ac, E C°°(120 ). Suppose Ic < n and H. k (K) < no for each compact subset K C A. Then limjf(x)P*(x,D)(p,,be)(x)dx = 0 for each I E C(110) and for each 'p E C°(lo) with supp 'p fl A 54 0
Proof. The proof will be given in three steps.
Step
We write P(x,D) = EI0I<k a(x)D°. Then we have
101:5k
Let. w E C°(1l0 ) be -any function. Then we define S=supp,and K =SflA. We get
The constant C is independent of e.
Step 2. Now let 4) E C°°(Ilo) be any function. Then we have
IIP4)IIc(s) Cek (Hn_ k (K) +e).
Therefore we get lim.o f 4)(x) Po/')(x) dx = 0 for each 4) E C°°(c10).
Step 3. Let S be any positive real number. For a given function f E C( 0 ) there exists a function 4) € C°(R') with Ill -4)I1c(s) <5 (S=supp W, € C°(Ilo)). We get
It follows 1imJf(x)P(w,be)dx <SCHn_k(K).
This holds for each S > 0. Therefore we get lim e... Proof. For suitable partial differential operators Q0 (x, D) with ord Qa 1 we have
Ial<k-1
Here D"f € C(c10 ). Lemma 
Proof of the theorems
We will represent the proof of Theorem i in detail. To prove the other theorems we have to modify this proof only slightly.
Proof of Theorem 1.
The proof will be given in 14 steps.
Step 1. First we show that the approximability of an element J E fl Dh( 1') implies Step 2. In the following we are concerned with the reverse inclusion. Let F= (F1 ,... ,Fm)T E fl 1 (Dh(r))' be any continuous and linear functional with 
e L('ko+T(R), cko_R(r)).
Hence, the dual operator Y belongs to L((Ck0_R(F))l,(ko+T (R"))') and k'k to
This implies supp YF c I'.
Step 4. We define d0 := inf{lx -i x € r, y E K} and d1 := sup{lx -l x E r, y € K}. We suppose that the subsequence (y)r of (yk)?° consists of those points ilk, for which the inequalities for each x € 1', k € 1W and for each a. From (7) we obtain
for kEJN and for each awith la l< t -i.
Step 5. Since Y € (ko+T(R"))' has a compact support the convolution From j( * ( .'F)) = YE and supp^'f g F we get j( * ('f)) = 0 in R't \[' and consequently * (YE) € (C0(Rh1\F))l'. Since L is an elliptic differential operator with constant coefficients E. * ('E) is even analytic in R"\F.
Step 6. We have
Hence for each y satifying d0 < inf{Ix -: x € F} < sup{x -: x E r j < 2di one gets the assertion (((1 -71o)) * ('E))( y ) and therefore -i70 )E).* (b'F))(y) = 0 for each a and k € IV.
Hence we have Da (E * (b'F))(y) = D°(('1oE) * (b'F))(y) for each a and k € III.
Step 7. Considering i70 E1 € C°(R'), (x) = ((_z))T, '1o(x) = 7o( -x ), and (8) we have, for lal<t-1, -. Consequently, D°( * ('E))(y) = for all k and for each a with I a I< t -1. Because E * (1/F) is infinitely differentiable in a neighbourhood of K and because the sequence (y° is dense in K it follows D°(*('))IK for each a with II < t -1. Furthermore L(E * (i/F)) = 0 holds in the connected set R'\. Lemma 13 yields that the Cauchy problem ' and E (C(R\))'. We consider the boundary value problem in Q, bu=Q on F.
* * (b'F))(y)
Because of the requirement jo l IN* this problem has a solution E (C())N (s. Lemma 2) . In particular we have (10) We extend u1 to a vector function ü1 E C04T(Rt) and define Ji E (C0+l(Rt))N. It is bfi, E C4+1_R(I7). Equation (10) 
